
Vision Tracking

Custom Circuit

 Our vision tracking system consists of an OpenMV M7 camera, an 
infrared sensitive lens, a custom PCB, and custom Python code. The vision 
system uses a custom printed circuit board to cycle the IR LED ring for ev-
ery frame of the camera. In other words, the camera takes a picture with the 
IR LEDs off then it takes another picture with the IR LEDs on. Using Py-

thon code, the OpenMV board takes the differences between the two images. This pixel arithme-
tic is vital to the system. When the LED is off, the image consists purely of background IR noise. 
By subtracting this image, we are left with the reflective tape target. In the code, we use averaging 
filters and size tolerances to verify the target. Once the target has been verified, the Pythagorean 
theorem is used to calculate the distance between the camera and the target. This distance and a 
horizontal offset are sent to the roboRIO using USB protocol. In the robot code, the information 
is put into two PID control loops. Finally, the robot moves to the target. 

 The custom circuit uses a PWM signal, retrieved from the OpenMV, in order to control a 12-
volt IR LED ring. We created this circuit because the OpenMV does not have the capability 
to supply the LED ring with adequate voltage. The custom circuit uses a low-speed transistor 
to toggle a 12-volt signal. The state of the transistor is based on the input of the 3.3-volt PWM 
signal. Before ordering, we sketched the circuit and tested it on perforated 
board. To CAD the custom circuit, we used a program called EasyEDA. 
This allowed us to generate a fabrication file. We sent the file to JLCPCB, 
a company based out of Shenzhen, China, where they made our custom 
print circuit boards.


